April 1, 2011 through June 30, 2011

Following are the amendments to the State of Nebraska Classification and Pay Plan for the period indicated above.

NOTE: THE FOLLOWING CHANGES ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THE 7-1-11 PAY PLAN AND NEED TO BE ADDED. THE PAY LINES INDICATED HERE ARE JULY 1, 2011 RATES WHICH INCLUDE THE 1.5% INCREASE WHERE APPROPRIATE.

NEW CLASSES:

E45131 Environmental Quality Program Specialist I; Pay Line: 18.420-27.135
E53531 Geologist/Groundwater I; Pay Line: 19.137-28.519
G11610 Law Enforcement Training Center Director; Pay Line: 25.715-27.001-32.144-38.572

CLASS TITLE CHANGE:

A17610 FROM: Affirmative Action Specialist TO: Affirmative Action Coordinator

CLASS CODE AND CLASS TITLE CHANGES:

FROM: E45130 Environmental Quality Program Specialist
TO: E45132 Environmental Quality Program Specialist II

FROM: E53530 Geologist/Groundwater
TO: E53532 Geologist/Groundwater II

NOTE: THE FOLLOWING CHANGES ARE INCLUDED IN THE 7-1-11 PAY PLAN. THE PAY RANGES INDICATED HERE ARE JUNE 30, 2011 RATES. THE PAY RANGES IN THE 7-1-11 PAY PLAN REFLECT THE 1.5% INCREASE WHERE APPROPRIATE.

NEW CLASSES:

G09702 CFS Service Delivery Administrator II; Pay Line: 28.703-30.138-35.879-43.055

NEW CLASS CODES:

A76410 Compliance Specialist; Pay Line: 16.012-23.969
R17121 Personnel Officer; Pay Line: 15.156-22.734
R19313 Budget Officer III; Pay Line: 22.156-33.234
R65131 Airport Fire Fighter Trainee; Pay Line: 12.699-18.391
R69412 Unemployment Insurance Field Representative/Senior; Pay Line: 18.054-26.147
R79312 Vehicle Operator II; Pay Line: 10.682-14.445
CLASS CODE CHANGES:

Food Service Supervisor FROM: V80210 TO: V80220

PAY RANGE CHANGE:


DELETIONS:

A49610 Economic Development Patent Consultant
G09803 DHHS Administrator III
V86713 Sign Shop Supervisor
V86724 Sign Shop Superintendent

********************************************************************
PLEASE GO TO OUR WEBSITE FOR THE MOST CURRENT VERSION OF OUR JOB SPECIFICATIONS -
http://www.das.state.ne.us/personnel/classncomp/jobspecs/